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Lone parents, leisure mobilities and the everyday


Abstract: This chapter highlights the importance of the ordinary as a site for enquiring into how people make sense of their worlds. The primary intention is to highlight the spatiality of everyday leisure practices and to unravel some of the connections that link these to the occasional leisure practice of holidaying. Empirically, the study focuses on a group of female lone parents of dependent children living on low incomes in Dublin. In Ireland as elsewhere, lone parent families constitute a sizeable, growing but marginal societal group. For the women studied, leisure constituted informal, unstructured and modest activities that were stitched into daily routines and mobilities in a variety of unremarkable ways. Of note is the extent to which distinctions between work and leisure and between obligation and leisure were blurred. Overwhelmingly clear was the fact that even the most modest engagement in leisure activities facilitated social engagement and served as very important sustaining and coping mechanisms. Time and financial factors clearly constrained the women’s ability to practise leisure activities, however, so too did other factors including the quality of everyday spaces, a very prevalent ethic of care, social perceptions of lone parents, the social constructedness of public and certain private spaces, and the workings of the institutionalised tourism industry. There is much in the data to suggest that the myriad cultural practices, habits, mobilities and ways of being that make up our everyday existence are far more connected into, and mutually constitutive of, our extra-ordinary endeavours than might be popularly thought.
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Introduction

Recent social and economic commentary on Ireland has tended to accentuate the extreme changes associated with the ‘Celtic Tiger’ era. Stories of ostentatious consumption patterns dominated discursive narratives in popular, academic and policy fora. This was for good reason, as trend data of all descriptions attested to startling transformations in people’s lifestyles and mobilities. To take just one example: CSO data (2007, 2008) show that foreign overnight trips taken by Irish residents increased by a staggering 113.8% over the period 2000 to 2008, rising from 3.76 to 8.04 million trips. In the aftermath of the boom, the rate of Irish trip-taking overseas has begun to decrease: by 10.5% between 2008-2009 and 6.8% between 2009-2010. Everywhere now, there is contraction of activities and mobilities, and a sense of a return to basics, as businesses, households and individuals alike variously re-adjust priorities, reduce discretionary consumption or struggle to survive. Social and economic commentary remains equally striking in its highlighting of extremes, but now it is mind-boggling debt problems, sharp rises in unemployment and emigration, and dramatic downturns in consumer confidence that predominate. Omnipresent in these very recent commentaries and debates is the gritty and often harsh material lived realities of daily life in everyday places. Irish society is being re-grounded, as the ordinary and the everyday come back into focus.

This chapter picks up on this return to basics. It highlights the importance of the ordinary as a site for enquiring into how people make sense of their world through the routine trajectories that they make and re-make through everyday spaces, and through the jumble of cultural forms and practices that make up their everyday life (Katz 2004). The focus is on leisure practices and mobilities. To date, the conceptualisation of leisure in the social sciences has tended to be framed by notions of time rather than space (Kay 1998, Henderson and Hickerson 2007) and while interest in spatial issues has increased since the late 1990s (Aitchison 1999), the spatiality of leisure continues to offer much scope for further theorisation. ‘Of all the leisure spaces available to the majority of the population, it is the home that has become increasingly significant in everyday lives’
(Dart 2006 p.314). Despite this, the paradox noted by Glyptis (1987) still holds largely true: whilst home is the place where most leisure time is spent, it remains under-researched. The research reported here builds on Quinn (2010), where the spatiality of leisure in the ordinary, everyday spaces in and around the home was explored in an Irish urban context. The primary intention here is to highlight the spatiality of everyday leisure practices and to unravel some of the connections that link these to the occasional leisure practice of holidaying. Empirically, the study seeks to develop insights into the lived realities of a particular group of women: lone parents of dependent children living on low incomes in Dublin. To frame the study, the chapter draws on theoretical ideas about leisure and the everyday.

**Leisure and the everyday**

As Larsen (2008) points out, much theorising about the occasional leisure practice of holidaying has been historically premised on opposing dualisms, the most fundamental of which is the understanding that tourism’s *raison d’être* lies in its opposition to practices of the everyday. To go away on holiday was to escape from the mundane realities of the everyday. Cohen (1979 p. 181), for example, in a seminal contribution to the literature referred to holidays as ‘a no-work, no-care, no-thrift situation’. In consequence, the activities and practices of the everyday have tended to be studied in isolation from those of the extra-ordinary. This has even been the case within the specific domain of leisure activities, where as Bey and Lehto (2007 p. 2) point out, few empirical evidences as to the relationship between an individual’s daily recreation activities and what he or she, as a tourist, chooses to do at a destination’ exist. For a variety of reasons, the shortcomings of this dichotomous way of thinking are now becoming increasingly clear. Most obviously, alertness to ‘time-space compression’ (Harvey 1989: 240), to the globalised nature of contemporary society and to the ‘stretching out’ of social networks that this entails (Urry 2000) has been pivotal. Increasingly now, it is understood that tourism can ‘involve connections with, rather than escape from, social relations and the multiple obligations of everyday social life’ (Larsen et al 2006 p.45). It is argued that the relevance of researching the leisure domain has increased, and researchers like Larsen (2008) have drawn on Lefebvre’s
(1991) belief that no practice escapes everydayness to argue that the social practice of holidaying is strongly conditioned by routine. Advocates of what is referred to as the ‘performance turn’ in tourism theory have begun to explore these interconnections, arguing that ‘although suffused with notions of escape from normativity, tourists carry quotidian habits and responses with them: they are part of their baggage (Edensor 2001 p.61). Larsen (2008 p.22), for example, argues that occasional leisure, in the form of holidaying, is informed by ‘everyday performances, social obligations and significant others’. Researchers like these argue that it is through understanding the everyday, ordinary practices that tourists undertake in the process of ‘doing’ tourism that we can come to a fuller knowledge of how tourism is implicated in reproducing social relations.

The need to re-think the link between the ordinary and the extra-ordinary in the leisure domain has also been prompted by developments in feminist contributions to both geography and leisure research. Here can be seen a reminder not to overlook the significance of the apparently mundane spatialities of ordinary places in the rush to investigate the exciting new mobilities and practices that make manifest the ‘stretching out’ of social relations. Within geography, feminist researchers have paid most heed to the everyday. As Dyck (2005 p.234) wrote ‘we need close attention to the spaces of the everyday to keep women visible in rapidly changing world conditions, where their activities tend to slip into the shadows of dominant models in the literature’. Feminist geographers have also made it clear that enquiries into ‘the routine, taken-for-granted activity of everyday life in homes, neighbourhoods and communities’... can ‘help us see how the ‘local’ is structured by wider processes and relations of power’ (Dyck 2005 p.234). Specifically within leisure studies, the problem with separating out the ordinary from the extra-ordinary mirrors the problematic dichotomy that historically characterised thinking about the work-leisure relationship. Traditional definitions of leisure as ‘non-work’ ill-considered the fact that many people are not engaged in paid work outside the home and that for many women, especially mothers, the notion of describing the private domestic zone as a ‘non-work’ environment is seriously misguided (Allen 1993). It is now well established that notions of home as ‘natural’ havens of recreation are partial, gendered interpretations that fail to consider how space is socially constructed.
Lone parents in Ireland

In 1990, Winchester asserted that one parent families constituted one of the most rapidly growing types of household in the developed world. The case of Ireland bears out this assertion. The number of lone parent families rose sharply in the 1980s and 1990s (Fahey and Russell 2002) and more than doubled in the twenty year period 1986 – 2006 (Lunn et al. 2010). Research has consistently found that lone parents are more likely to be from lower social classes than other parents (Lunn et al 2010). According to EU SILC data (CSO 2009), they experience the highest at risk of poverty (35.5%), deprivation (63%), and consistent poverty (17%) rates of any household type.

In 2006, 91% of the approximately 120,000 lone parents in Ireland were female (Lunn et al 2010). A predominance of females as lone parents is also found elsewhere in Europe (EU Commission 2007, Solomon and Titheridge 2008). EU SILC trend data suggest that the fortunes of lone parent families in Ireland improved over the boom years: in 2004, 31.1% were living in consistent poverty compared to 17% in 2009. Nevertheless, lone parent families continue to stand out as a societal group clearly exposed to poverty. Their prospects in the face of current economic difficulties are unclear.

The research reported here is based on data gathered in 2006 and 2009 and relates to fifteen female lone parents living on low incomes in inner and suburban Dublin city. All of them were White women from Dublin, except for one who was Nigerian. They parented between 1 and 4 dependent children and were aged between late-20s and mid-50s. Small-scale focus groups and in-depth individual structured conversations were used because they offer ‘a perspective on women’s experiences in a way that more structured methods of research cannot’ (Miller and Brown 2005 p.408). The study examines how leisure ‘fits’ into the everyday and occasional lifestyles of these women.

Daily mobilities and practising leisure at home
In spatial terms, the routine mobilities of the women studied had a lot in common, with most being both limited and highly routinised. Three of the women lived with their parent(s), and for them, the main trips were home–work–school–shops/services. For the others (with the exception of the Nigerian woman), these trips were supplemented by very frequent, in many cases daily, trips to the homes of extended family members and to other places significant in the wider family context (e.g. a family grave, a granny’s nursing home). All of the women lived relatively close to where they worked, and indeed, most currently lived in or close to the area where they had grown up. None of this is at all surprising. Feminist geography has shown that the space–time fixity constraints that bind women to specific places are stronger than those associated with men (Schwanen et al 2008; Kwan 2000) and that ‘care-giving and housework punctuates and fragments (womens’) time-space paths’ (Schwanen et al. 2008: 2111).

It seemed that most of the daily trip-taking was associated with caring obligations, e.g. helping out an elderly parent or taking a nephew to school. While Solomon and Titheridge (2008) suggest that lone-parents in the UK are the least likely of any household type to have private transport, somewhat surprisingly here, several of the women, even those within the inner city, owned and regularly used cars. This perhaps points both to the limitations of the city’s public transport system and to gains made by this low income group during the Celtic Tiger years.

The scale of obligation combined with the nature of the home environment meant that there was little time for women to self-determine ways of being at home. Particularly for those women who did not live with their parents, relaxation was rare. Typical responses when asked about ‘time to themselves’ were ‘no time’, ‘no never’, ‘nothing, only when I go to work’. Furthermore, indicating the strong ethic of care that prevailed, this was widely accepted as ‘how things were’. As Susan said: ‘not to have much time to yourself as a mother is natural. You have to step up to the mark. Have to make sure you do your best for your child’.

If these women lacked time, space was also an issue. While some were happy with the quality of their living environs this was not the case for all. For Hilary, the lack of time was
strongly compounded by the quality of the spatial capital available to her. As she explained: ‘my child is permanently with me, don’t even get 5 minutes away from her. We don’t even lock the bathroom door. We live on the 6<sup>th</sup> floor of an apartment block and every door in the house is permanently left open because I’m terrified she’d fall out the window.’ Hilary articulated how she felt her difficult spatial environs to be impacting upon her: I’ve had desperate trouble at home because I’m living on my own. To live in big blocks of flats you have to be tough. I am quite soft but I have no problem knocking somebody’s f***ing block off. It’s the environment I’m in, it’s like adapting to your environment, it’s the way you have to survive’. The problematic quality of the private and public space in the home environs was a recurring theme, especially with respect to the surrounding public space, when the women expressed concerns about their children’s welfare. For women like Grainne it was a constant constraint on the ability to relax:

‘It’s terrible, there’s nothing for them (the children), they’re always getting themselves into trouble, ... if they’re out there playing ball, if the ball goes on the tracks, the danger... if they go too far then you’re worried where are they, what are they up to. So you’ve constantly the worry’.

For the three women who lived with a parent(s), things seemed calmer. However, in general, lives were characterised by multi-tasking, juggling, rushing around, thinking for and about several people simultaneously. Thus, relaxation and a focus on the self only happened in certain times and spaces. Most obviously, albeit very modestly, self-determined relaxation happened at home, sometimes in the early morning before the daily household obligations began and while the communal spaces of the home were calm, quiet and relatively empty. Mostly, however, relaxation happened in the evening, when tasks were complete and communal spaces had emptied out. Listening to the radio and watching television were the dominant forms of recreation. Several of the women regularly watched soap dramas. Others smoked a cigarette on the balcony, had a beer on the sofa, or read the paper after the children had gone to bed.

Leisure outside of the home

7
Activities that required movement outside of the home specifically for leisure-oriented reasons were rare. Only Laura had a weekly formal leisure engagement: she played bingo in the local pub. Regular, informal leisure activity was almost as rare. Susan explained how she walked her dog on the beach twice a week while her daughter attended a dance class. Patricia described how she walked alone to the shop every Saturday morning to get the newspaper, and this for her was leisure. Pamela regularly dropped into her neighbour for tea, while Adele explained that the only physical activity she took was running to catch the bus on her way to and from work. For the three women who lived with a parent, there seemed to be more opportunities to focus on the self. The one woman who went out regularly in the evening (to play bingo in the local pub) was in this category. Another, Kate, lived with her parents during the week but spent every weekend at a friend’s house.

Most of the women, however, did not go out regularly. Sarah explained that she had not had a night out in five months because she couldn’t afford it. This was a common theme, a lack of finances meant that socialising was a rarity. Space was another factor. As James et al (1998: 39) reminds us, social space is never a merely neutral location. In the discussions about where and how the women relaxed, it was evident that they clearly understood both time and space to be socially constructed. While certain places like the work-place or a neighbour’s kitchen provided comfortable and positive spaces for the women to be in, other spaces were alienating. The limited socialising that characterised these women’s lives was undoubtedly linked to their understandings of how society perceived them. Patricia expressed this very clearly: ‘I feel that if you are not married, when you come back (from living abroad) and you’re on your own, people don’t want to know you. They don’t invite you for drinks, are afraid that you’ll take their husband or afraid of this/that. Hilary too spoke about feeling ‘easy f***king prey for other people’s partners (if you go to parties), because you’re on your own’. Adele could also relate to this: ‘But you can’t go somewhere on your own, what would you be doing? You’re not having fun, people are looking at you’. These findings empirically support Bavinton’s (2007) contention that leisure spaces are contested political arenas where power is negotiated, won and lost.
For the women who worked outside of the home (in part-time positions, or in community employment schemes), the workplace was a vital place for recreation. It constituted an escape from the stresses and burdens of the domestic zone and in line with extant research (Dart 2006) it was a crucial link into sustaining social networks. The blurring of distinctions between work and leisure evident here was replicated to an extent in the practicing of everyday obligations. The women’s social worlds were rooted in their extended family networks. Usually, there was obligation involved, but this was often simultaneously dutiful and fun. For example, while a woman might have been baby-sitting her sister’s children, she also may have had a coffee and a chat with her. Similarly, while someone may have had to cook a meal for a parent, she may have also stayed to watch a dvd. This practicing of obligation in conjunction with simple, informal recreation was a very sustaining endeavour.

**Holidaying - away from or into the ordinary?**

Out of step with the highly mobile lifestyles that apparently characterised the Celtic Tiger years, most of these women did not holiday regularly. Those who did, tended to do so for particular reasons. Patricia, for example, travelled to visit her grown-up children who live abroad. She is divorced from a non-Irish person and travelled regularly to visit family and friends. For her, holidays were replete with mixed emotions, as she physically engaged with her tension-filled, stretched-out familial network. Adele also travelled regularly but again, travelling and holidaying were embedded both in obligation and ordinariness. She regularly travelled to Nigeria to visit family but this was a difficult process: she had to leave her children behind because of cost, and arrange for them to be cared for in her absence; because of her immigrant status, she had to apply for a visa each time she left the state, a costly and burdensome constraint. In both of these cases, holidaying was not so-much ‘an escape from’ the routine of home but rather a way of ‘reaching into’ the ordinariness of family lives being lived elsewhere. For other women like Angela and Valerie, an annual family holiday was made possible only because of the intervention of an NGO. While this was welcome, and enjoyable to an extent, the everything obligations of child-care, cooking, cleaning etc. dissipated
only modestly, while routine concerns about matters like child safety and finances became increasingly fraught because of the new risks posed by unknown seaside environments and the commercialised nature of holiday resorts with their gambling arcades and fairgrounds. Another woman who holidayed regularly was Laura. She went away on the annual weekend domestic breaks organised by the pub where she regularly played bingo. In Laura’s availing of this social network can be seen a very obvious continuity between the leisure practices of the everyday and those of the occasional.

Access to disposable income is a prerequisite for formal, structured leisure activities like holidaying. For some of the women, like Linda and Kate, holidaying was virtually an unknown social practice for this reason. They were completely excluded from the marked rise in overseas trip-taking that came to characterise Irish lifestyles during recent decades. Some of the others, were determined to holiday and made supreme efforts to do so. Grainne, for example, paid 10 euro every week for 2 years in order to travel on a group pilgrimage to Lourdes. The occasion was her 40th birthday, and this was her second-ever holiday as an adult. As she explained:

‘Yeah, the parish, my friend’s mother runs it ... she’d have to come down because if she didn’t come down for me to give the 10 euro I wouldn’t, you know, you’d spend it on something, so she’d be down the day you got paid to make sure you paid it…’

In similar vein, Hilary was planning to spend two days in Galway for a friend’s wedding. This was to be her first trip away in two years and she had been saving for the previous eight months. Meanwhile, Susan, determinedly saved regularly to pay for her annual week away. For women like these, a holiday is something that must be budgeted for months in advance. It comes only at the expense of other items and is a very considered investment. The 2009 data showed signs that these holiday savings were coming under increasing pressure from other more essential demands. Yet for several women, it was clear that holidaying is perceived to offer a highly prized and much desired ‘escape’. Holidays seem to restore what the routines, experiences and spaces of these women’s everyday lives take away: the ability just to ‘be’ oneself. As Grainne
said of her holiday: ‘but it was just, you’re just totally at peace, it was fantastic’. While Linda, who rarely went on holidays, explained: ‘well I actually got away for an overnight … I got away for one night and it was great. Just not worrying about the kids and just time to myself, that I have to say, that was, that I could just relax and do what whatever I wanted’. Susan too, ‘loves the build up to the holiday’. For her, it meant a break from obligation ‘no hanging out a wash, no sweeping floors’ and complete ease: she claimed that it is only while away on holidays that she can sleep through the night undisturbed. Even though she acts as primary care-giver to four family members while on holidays, once away from home, tasks seem less onerous. Away from the strictures of her home space she finds it easier to self-determine her workload (e.g. she insists on going out for dinner every evening) and to be at ease. This ability to control her experience is vital in how she performs being on holiday.

Routine and occasional leisure mobilities – common constraints

The data showed routine mobilities and holidaying mobilities to be similarly constrained. The constraints at issue relate not only to finances but also to a variety of other factors including the obligations associated with a strong care ethic, the lack of practice in self-determining choices, and the contested nature of social spaces. Hilary, for example, was only going to the wedding in Galway because her daughter had also been invited. She knew that her lone parent status limited her holidaying mobility, just as it did her social practices more generally. For others, the ability to holiday was constrained by an inability to shake off their sense of family obligation: Ellen, for example, talked about her fearfulness of going on holiday because of having to leave her children in the care of others. Sometimes in the holiday environment, the sense of obligation transposed into guilt, as in Grainne’s case where her struggle to abstract herself from her routine care-giving role was clear: ‘Fantastic, absolutely fantastic, it was just a break away, I even said to my family, I said I’m not being bad, you didn’t even enter my head there was so much holy things going on. Don’t get me wrong, at night time I’d say oh God, I hope my ma was alright today and things like that...’
The value that many of the women placed on holidaying was accentuated by a general understanding that they were being marginalised and excluded from what had become, during the boom years of the 1990s and 2000s, a widespread social practice in Ireland. In not being able to afford a holiday, they and their children were missing out. The awareness of being marginalised acted to compound the actual marginalisation itself. Women like Rose, Angela and others who could not afford to take a holiday felt this to be a failure on their part as parents, and felt a sense of guilt. Comments like: ‘they (their children) should be on the beach, they should be doing happy things, so you’re not feeling as bad’; ‘To be honest with you it’s like, can I have 20 euro to go to the pictures, can I have 10 euro to go swimming, can I have 5 euro to do whatever, everything is just ...... money, money. I’m like a bleedin’ bank machine when they are holidays .. and then you feel lousy if you haven’t got it, you know that way’. ‘I couldn’t go on a Spanish holiday, I have five of them, you know, here on me own with them, you know what I mean, so I couldn’t afford to bring them on a holiday’.

For a few women, the sense that lone parents, as a societal group, were being actively socially marginalised by the institutionalised tourism industry was well understood. Pamela, who was planning to take her first holiday in ‘nearly 40 years’ later in the year, communicated this very clearly:

‘Travel agencies ...., you know the way sometimes you go and they’re all 2 adults and 2 children...Yeah, 2 adults and 2 children, that’s very discriminating from a one parent family... Don’t you think that’d switch you off the family holidays, .... you’re saying to yourself: ‘f**k it, does that mean I have to find somebody to come with me, you know, to get it, because the fact that it’s 2 adults and 2 children’

Conclusions

Lone parent families constitute a very sizeable, growing but marginal societal group. They are also a very heterogeneous group. The women studied here differed in numerous ways including age, number and age of children, reason for lone parent
status, living arrangements, employment status, skills levels and income. Race was another factor. The pattern of immigration that characterised the Celtic Tiger period has been a force of dynamism within this societal group and while this study included just one immigrant parent, it offers the briefest glimpse into the changing landscape of lone parents and of how the inclusion of immigrant parents introduces new complexities that merit much further enquiry. While the recent economic boom period may have generated some improvements for this group (car ownership and some evidence of overseas holiday-taking are two indicators noted here), statistics show that lone parent families remain particularly vulnerable to poverty. This study found indications that the current economic downturn is likely to increase the financial pressures and stressful living conditions constantly negotiated by lone parents. In such a scenario, leisure engagement is likely to become even less feasible than it already is, and thus its quality of life enhancing potential will also be diminished.

Overall, the findings presented here concur with extant research pointing to the holistic nature of women’s lives (Gregory 1982). For the women studied, leisure constituted informal, unstructured and modest activities that were stitched into daily routines and mobilities in a variety of unremarkable ways. Of note is the extent to which distinctions between work and leisure and between obligation and leisure were blurred. Overwhelmingly clear was the fact that even the most modest engagement in leisure activities facilitated social engagement and served as very important sustaining and coping mechanisms. Undoubtedly, the study group faced numerous constraints on their ability to practise leisure activities. Time and financial factors were clearly at play, however, so too were other factors including the quality of everyday spaces, a very prevalent ethic of care, social perceptions of lone parents, the social constructedness of public and certain private spaces, and the workings of the institutional tourism industry. Several of these are well acknowledged in the leisure literature but the critical and varied roles that space plays in shaping leisure outcomes remains under-researched. Here, empirical evidence of these roles appeared in: the poor quality of home spaces; the absence of recreational spaces for these women and their children; the difficulties in negotiating the highly contested nature of certain public spaces and; the vitally sustaining role that safe, comfortable spaces can play in affording leisure
engagement. Further enquiries into the complex nature of these roles and outcomes constitute important avenues for future geographical research.

More broadly, the study offers insights into some of the ways in which routine leisure experiences shape the extra-ordinary practice of holidaying, and vice versa. These micro investigations illustrate the argument that posits the local (ordinary) and the global (extra-ordinary) not in terms of universality and particularity, but rather as mutually constituting sets of practices (Holloway and Valentine 2000). There is much in the data to suggest that the myriad cultural practices, habits, mobilities and ways of being that make up our everyday existence are far more connected into, and mutually constitutive of, our extra-ordinary endeavours than might be popularly thought. In consequence, a key theme running through this chapter is that dichotomous, bounded ways of thinking about place and the ordinary on the one hand, and about space and the extra-ordinary on the other cannot fully capture the complexities of how and why we make sense of our worlds as we do.

Finally, while in this instance, data analysis did not specifically emphasise the emotional insights generated, the data clearly communicated how emphatically the women ‘felt’ their worlds. Anger, frustration and fear, exhaustion, worry and anxiety, joy, ease and pleasure were all articulated in abundance, attesting to the variety of ways that people come to know, understand places. An important challenge for geographers is to correspondingly conceive of place as multi-dimensional and multi-sensorial so as to make space both for the emotions and for the kinds of knowledges that they expose.


